Resolution to Reaffirm Our Values

WHEREAS, in classes and on campus, our college staff, students, faculty, administrators and community at large needs to maintain an inclusive environment that provides the security necessary to learn and to thrive.

RESOLVED, the Moreno Valley College Academic Senate (MVCAS) is committed to live the values of the California Community College system and will take all the measures necessary to guarantee that our college remains a place of inclusion, diversity, opportunity, and educational excellence for all,

RESOLVED, the MVCAS will challenge ourselves to bridge any gaps that may exist within our classrooms, our college, and our community,

RESOLVED, the MVCAS venerates thoughtful and deliberative discourse where diverse perspectives are respected and honored. In valuing voice, we commit to action that promotes genuine listening, empathy, and understanding. In valuing empowerment, we commit to support others to find their power and their voice in the dialogue; where some may feel too fearful or too powerless to speak for themselves, we will be their voice. In valuing leadership, we commit to serving others through actions characterized by inclusion, civility, and respect.

Passed on December 5, 2016